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Story Headline: Germany complete domination of Bobsleigh Individual Monobob at Lillehammer 2016 with Jonas Jannusch claiming the Men’s title

Event: Lillehammer 2016 Winter Youth Olympic Games
Date: 20 February
Place: Lillehammer, Norway
SHOT LOG & Transcripts of sound-bytes:

Jonas Jannusch ending his gold medal winning Run, exiting the Monobob and being congratulated.

The German team dancing and celebrating.

Shot of the leaderboard with Jonas Jannusch top.

Jonas Jannusch taking to the podium and receiving his gold medal.

SOUNDBYTE: Jonas Jannusch, Bobsleigh Individual Monobob champion, Lillehammer 2016 (German language)
Answer: “Yes, I think we have some history – we have very many good pilots in Germany and they shared their experience with us. Maybe Wolfgang Hoppe, he’s the greatest Bobsledder in the world I would say, and now he is my trainer and he tells me everything about the Bobsleigh and the experience is the most interesting thing.”

Wide of Jonas Jannusch during the national anthem.

Close up of Jonas Jannusch during the national anthem.

Wide of the German flag being raised.

SOUNDBYTE: Jonas Jannusch, Bobsleigh Individual Monobob champion,
Lillehammer 2016 (German language)

**Answer:** “We know that all guys from the Youth Olympic Games are very good at Bobsleigh driving, and we know that it’s important to have a good start and that we must have some luck to create a good and fast run. I’m very happy with my two Runs and my two good starts – I think that’s why I won today.”

Close up of the medallists on the podium.

**SOUNDBYTE:** Jonas Jannusch, Bobsleigh Individual Monobob champion, Lillehammer 2016 (German language).

**Answer:** “This morning I didn’t know what would happen today because the weather wasn’t great and there was a lot of snow on the track. Also, for the second Run it was complicated because after the first Run we weren’t happy about a lot of things.”

Close up of the medallists on the podium.

**SOUNDBYTE:** Jonas Jannusch, Bobsleigh Individual Monobob champion, Lillehammer 2016 (German language).

**Answer:** “I think the most important thing I’ve learnt here is that you have to improve your level a lot to become the best in the world.”

Jonas Jannusch holding his gold medal.

End.
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